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LB&I Transfer Pricing
•

•

Last year:
–

Transfer pricing issues included in 46% of LB&I international inventory

–

Transfer pricing issues were 71% of amount at stake in LB&I international inventory

Announced working on update to Transfer Pricing Audit Roadmap, but no significant change this year
–

•

•

Survey: 81% of Examiners use the roadmap sometimes

Transfer Pricing Issue Assessment Report
–

Supposed to track all transfer pricing issues

–

Not public, TIGTA says does not yet exist

Training for drafting NOPAs
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LB&I Transfer Pricing
Should IRS speed up transfer pricing audits?
•

2012-2014:
–

5000 cases closed in 5 years, $10 billion
assessments

–

600 cases closed after 5 years, less than
$500 million assessments
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LB&I Transfer Pricing
Appeals Settlement of Transfer Pricing Issues
•

Appeals sustains less than 20% of transfer pricing adjustments
–

2012-2014, studied 213 cases resolved in IRS Appeals with transfer pricing issues

–

$10.5 billion in adjustments proposed by Exam

–

$2 billion assessed after Appeals

–

Only $321 million finally posted?

•

54% of Agents did not know their proposal was reduced

•

14% knew adjustment was reduced, but did not know the reason

•

TIGTA argued need to educate Agents; may have been used to centralize Appeals review

(Source: TIGTA Report, Barriers Exist to Properly Evaluating Transfer Pricing Issues)
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Trends in Transfer Pricing Litigation
•

Taxpayers are winning

•

Use of the Administrative Procedures Act to challenge regulations

•

IRS prefers broad-based profits methods; Courts prefer Comparable Uncontrolled Transactions

•

Existence of a prior agreement with the IRS helps taxpayer

•

IRS wants to use Section 367(d) to attack intangibles transfers
–

Attempting to construct transfer of intangibles through analysis of “substance”

–

Attempting to include goodwill in intangibles covered by Section 367(d)
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Altera
Administrative Procedures Act
•

Administrative Procedures Act applies to Tax Regulations
–

•

Tax Court reviewed decision on Appeal to the Ninth Circuit
–

•

•

Whether stock option expenses are included in cost sharing
Briefs filed, awaiting oral argument (perhaps a year out)

Arguments on Appeal concede that Administrative Procedures Act applies
–

Focus on whether cost sharing regulations can provide including stock option expenses is arm’s length as
a matter of law, or whether it must be proven unrelated parties share stock option expenses

–

Important issue whether regulation is tested based on arguments at time, rather than arguments by
lawyers on Appeal, SEC v. Chenery Corp. (S. Ct. 1943)

Chamber of Commerce v. IRS (W.D. Tex 2017), this week
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Chamber of Commerce v. IRS
Administrative Procedures Act
•

Last week, W.D. Texas invalidates Anti-Inversion Temporary Regulations

•

Legislative Temporary Regulations failed to meet Notice and Comment requirements of APA and were invalid

•

–

IRS argued Notice and Comment not required under Section 7805 for temporary regulation – rejected

–

IRS argued regulation was interpretive – rejected

Court:
–

Temporary Regulation cannot immediately effective, in spite of Section 7805

–

Under APA, IRS must issue as proposed regulation and follow Notice and Comment procedures

–

Section 7805 did not state intent to override APA
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Amazon
•

Rejects IRS “investor method” valuation of Buy-In payment under cost sharing arrangement

•

Follows Veritas
–

Was test case Designated for Litigation by IRS to attempt to reverse result in Veritas

•

Goodwill is not intangible asset under Section 936(h)(3)(B) (“other similar assets”) included in section 367(d)

•

Decision entered July 5, 2017, appeal by October 3
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Medtronic
•

Medtronic develops and sells medical devices (Cardiac)

•

Manufacturing by Puerto Rico subsidiary (2001)

•

MOU after 2002 audit had comparable uncontrolled transactions (CUT) with residual profit split

•

Taxpayer position on return followed MOU, took more aggressive position in Tax Court

•

IRS asserted comparable profits method required “total profits chain”

•

Tax Court: accepted Taxpayer position, with adjustments
–

•

Rejected total profits chain CPM

On Appeal to Eighth Circuit
–

Unusual to appeal heavily factual issue

–

IRS contends best method issue
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Eaton
•

Retroactive revocation (not prospective cancellation) of Advance Pricing Agreement and assertion of transfer
pricing adjustments

•

2013: Tax Court holds test under abuse of discretion standard, denying summary judgment on basis that APAs
were enforceable contracts
–

Viewed as Taxpayer loss

•

2017 : Tax Court holds cancelation of APA was abuse of discretion

•

Eaton still has later years to resolve

•

IRS 2016: No APAs cancelled or revoked
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Eaton
•

APA may be cancelled only in accord with Revenue Procedures

•

Test was whether fact errors were made with intent to deceive and were material to results

•

Court found

•

–

Errors were not material (IRS may have presented nitpicky errors)

–

Eaton acted in good faith

–

IRS had opportunity to find out (and agreed to renewal)

–

Not required to provide information not requested, not believe material

–

Difference of opinion is not misrepresentation

–

Mistakes did not uniformly favor Eaton

Lesson: APAs are strong
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Coca-Cola
•

Coke’s transfer pricing was based on a 1996 Closing Agreement, resolving prior years
–

10% routine return, 50/50 profit split

•

Coke had relied on Closing Agreement from 1987 through 2004, accepted by the IRS

•

Transfer pricing case for 2007-2009, docketed in Tax Court

•

•

Spring 2018 trial

•

Discovery dispute includes information from IRS about 1996 Closing Agreement negotiations

IRS moved for summary judgment to exclude Closing Agreement from evidence, motion denied
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IRS Use of Section 367(d)
•

Section 367(a) imposes tax on otherwise tax-deferred transfers to foreign affiliates

•

Section 367(d) imposes commensurate with income royalty on similar transfers of intangibles

•

IRS arguing as backup argument in transfer pricing cases:

•

•

If so much profit is offshore, must have been transfer of intangible

•

Construct intangibles transfer and create new deemed royalty under section 367(d)

So far has been rejected
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Grecian Magnesite
Rev. Rul. 91-32 Overturned
•

Rev. Rul. 91-32: applies aggregate (rather than entity) theory to gain on sale of partnership interest by nonresident partner
–

•

Gain on the sale of US partnership interest by non-resident partner is treated as effectively connected to
the extent gain on sale of all the assets of the partnership would be ECI

Grecian Magnesite Mining: Tax Court holds that gain on redemption of partnership interest is not effectively
connected income
–

Section 741 clear that treated as sale of capital asset

–

Overrules Rev. Rul. 91-32:

•

Decision entered September 21 – Appeal period until December 20, 2017

•

Will Congress change?
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Analog Devices
Impact of Secondary Adjustments under Rev. Proc. 99-32
•

Rev. Proc. 99-32 permits taxpayer to set up receivable / payable to reduce tax consequences of payments
required to address cash imbalance after transfer pricing adjustments

•

BMC Software (Tax Court 2013), reversed (5th Circuit 2015) refuted IRS argument that debt created under Rev.
Proc. 99-32 reduced dividends received deduction (by increasing related-party indebtedness), causing taxable
dividends

•

Analog Devices (Tax Court 2015): Tax Court follows BMC Software

•

Dissent: “for all Federal income tax purposes” in standard Rev. Proc. 99-32 includes for DRD purposes
–

Majority says did not contemplate, no intent

–

Closing Agreement in BMC did not include “all”

–

Caution: future Closing Agreements
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“Quick Peek” Procedure
•

Disputes re Attorney-Client / Federally Authorized Tax Practitioner privileges, Work Product doctrine

•

Opposing Counsel permitted to review documents under Fed. R. Evid. 502 (pending discovery dispute)
–

•

Permits parties to focus or eliminate disputes

Used in transfer pricing disputes
•

Microsoft (Summons enforced, case pending)

•

Guidant (taxpayer obtained 26 of 4,000 documents for which IRS claimed privilege, case settled)
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Questions?
David J. Fischer
Crowell & Moring LLP
dfischer@crowell.com
(202) 624-2650
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